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No. F. 1(396)/CC-IIjDSSSB/2019/ 7079-87 Dated:- 30/12/2019

NOTICE NO. 871

SCIENTIFIC ASSISTANT {POST CODE 12/19}

IN DELHI POLLUTION CONTROL COMMITTEE

1. The DSSSB vide its Advertisement No. 02/2019 with closing date 05/03/2019 had
advertised 01 vacancy (UR-OI) for the post of Scientific Assistant in Delhi Pollution Control
Committee (DPCC) under Post Code 12/19. Board Conducted Tier-I written examination for
recruitment in respect of this post on, 26/08/2019.

2. The marks obtained by 393 candidates who have duly appeared in written
examination held on 26/08/2019 have been uploaded on Board's website. Candidates can
view' their marks by logging in to their account in OARS module on
www.dsssbonline.nic.in.

3. Based on the performance in the examination, the candidates who have secured
equal and more than qualifying marks in UR category as per detailed given below, are being
provisionally shortlisted and accordingly allowed to up-load e-dossier subject to attaining
minimum qualifying marks and correctness of the information furnished by the candidates
in their online application forms.

Category UR
The minimum marks for calling of e-dossier 106

purpose only (out of 200 marks)

4. The shortlisted candidates for the above-mentioned post/ post code are hereby
informed to fill the e-dossier and up-load all the documents of Educational
Certificate/ Professional! Experience Certificates/ Degree and Marks sheets / Caste
Certificate/Proof of Govt. Servant/Ex Servicemen/ Admit Cards, etc., as applicable in the e-
dossier module in OARS link in their individual accounts in OARS module. Shortlisted is
being made on the basis of marks obtained in Tier-I examination (Objective-MCQ) for 200
marks.

5. Kindly note that the e-dossier link will be activated to only those candidates who are
in the consideration zone of selection.

6. All the candidates who have been shortlisted for falling in consideration zone of
selection MUST upload their all requisi tel applicable documents in the said link in
stipulated time.



7. The e-dossier link shall be active from 02/01/2020 to 16/01/2020. The candidate
uploading e-dossier should ensure that he/ she fulfills all the eligibility criteria/ all essential
qualifications as per RRs for the Post as on date of Closing date of application, i.e.,
05/03/2019.

8. The above shortlisted candidates are also being separately informed through SMS
and e-mail on their registered mobile number and e-mail ID as an additional facility. If any
candidate fails to upload the e-dossier during their above said period, his/her candidature
will be rejected and no further opportunity will be given on whatsoever ground.

9. All the candidate who have shortlisted for uploading e-dossier MUST upload their
all requisite/ applicable documents in the said link in stipulated time i.e. 02/01/2020 to
16/01/2020.

10. Mere asking the candidate for up-loading documents in the e-dossier module does
not confer upon him/her any right to selection to the applied post. Final selection will be
made purely on the basis of merit against the notified vacancies provided the candidate
falling in the zone of consideration fulfills all the required eligibility conditions. It is
reiterated that if the candidate fails to u load his er documents on or before the date as
mentioned above he/she will not be given any further opportunity and his candidature
will be treated as cancelled.

11. The above shortlisting of candidates for calling of e-dossier for the post code 12/19
will be subject to outcome of pending court cases, if any.

12. While every care has been taken in preparing the list of shortlisted candidates,
DSSSBreserves the right to rectify errors and omissions if any, detected at any later stage.

This issues with the prior approval of Chairperson, DSSSB.

DEPUTY SECRETARY,DSSSB


